December 10, 2015

TO: Sarah Mangelsdorf, Provost
FROM: Diana Hess, Dean
RE: Deletion of “Physical Education Activity” Subject Listing

I am writing to request discontinuation of the subject listing, “Physical Education Activity” (740 PE ACTIV). We ask that this discontinuation be made effective Fall 2016.

This program ceased to effectively exist in spring 2012. All continuing courses have been moved to the “Kinesiology” (742 KINES) course subject. Other courses have been or are being deleted. No courses currently in the Physical Education Activity timetable are active. The request to delete the “Physical Education Activity” timetable was approved in School of Education Programs Committee in October 2015 and at School of Education Academic Planning Council in December 2015. Remaining courses in the “Physical Education Activity” course subject were deleted at the School of Education Programs Committee in October 2015.

If there are questions or concerns regarding this request, David Rosenthal, Associate Dean of Curriculum and Global Initiatives, would be happy to address them.

c: Jocelyn Milner
    Dorothy Farrar Edwards, Kinesiology Department Chair
    David Rosenthal
    Beth Janetski
October 6, 2015

To: David Rosenthal, Associate Dean & Programs Committee Chair

CC: Jeff Hamm, Associate Dean, Student Academic Affairs
Tammi Pekkala-Matthews

From: Dorothy Farrar-Edwards, Department Chairperson – Kinesiology

RE: Course Subject Discontinuation Request

The Department of Kinesiology is proposing discontinuation of the course subject “Physical Education Activity” (740 PE ACTIV). This program area was essentially shuttered by spring 2012. With a few exceptions, all subject courses have been or are being deleted. Continuing courses have already moved to the “Kinesiology” (742 KINES) course subject. Since the courses in this subject are not active, we would recommend discontinuation of the course subject as soon as possible.

Thank you.

If you have any questions regarding this item, please contact Professor Dorothy Edwards (dfedwards@education.wisc.edu or call 2-7421) or Jeff Hamm (hamm@education.wisc.edu)